Sensual Zodiac

Aquarius - January 20 - February 19
You were born on the most important day of the year! Your Sensual Zodiac reveals
hidden influences about your arousal, your sexuality and your foreplay preferences.
These astrological insights give you a richer, deeper understanding of your sexual

nature. Discover new intimate secrets about yourself as well as find the keys to your
sexual happiness.

Zodiac Secrets of the Sensual Aquarius Woman
You are among the people most likely to be seen on a nude beach.
Sensual Aquarians like to be au natural.
What makes you such a sensational treat?
It is because your feelings run so deep. The truth is, we know by now, to expect anything
from you. Yet you continue to surprise and fascinate us. You are a living example of
female power, laced with undeniable grace. You glide through life as if you are floating
on a cloud of cotton candy. Like a sunflower, your smile lights up the natural beauty of
your face. You were born to give love, which means you will always be loved.
Kind, Intuitive and a Free Spirit
Quietly you rebel against mediocrity. You have a knack for seeing things as they really
are. Opposing forces have no power over you. You have the true riches of life.
You understand the importance of taking time to explore and stay connected with your
loved ones.
Here is another little secret about you:
You have had many high moments of spontaneous joy and wonder. In fact, your open
nature gives you the ability to laugh during orgasm or cry during a sunset.
The biggest secret of your sex appeal?
Pure sensual energy shimmers around you like fairy dust. If they named a perfume after
you, they could call it “Innocence.” Why? Because you exude the purest essence of
compelling innocence and sensuality of all the Sensual Zodiacs. Subtle, yet powerful,
you do not have to act out in order to stand out.
How to seduce you?
Patience is the password. Genuine friendship is the key that unlocks your door. With you,
true love is when two friends fall in love. You like the idea of interest before intimacy. For
you, sex is a very private matter and friendship is similar to foreplay. Love making is a
union of body, thoughts and feelings. You need the space to create, the freedom to feel,
and the permission to let your feelings flow like liquid.
What else has the power to enchant you?
You enjoy romantic rituals that are based on mutual interest – things like cooking a
gourmet meal, spending time in the Rockies, flying kites in Central Park or swimming
with the dolphins. Whatever you do, you prefer to enjoy the feeling of connection before
feeling comfortable enough to totally open up. You were born on the most important day
of the year! Your Sensual Zodiac reveals hidden influences about your arousal, your
sexuality and your foreplay preferences. These astrological insights give you a richer,

deeper understanding of your sexual nature. Discover new intimate secrets about
yourself as well as find the keys to your sexual happiness.
Best Passion Product for you:
“The Passion Parties Guide to Great Sex”
Why? Because you are one of life’s great romantics and you like to learn new things.
This book helps guide you and your partner to new and exciting experiences. It is perfect
for you and can be found at:
http://yourpassionconsultant.com/consultants/place4passion/library01.php

Secrets of the Sensual Aquarius Man
Ultimate Sensual Aquarius Celebrity: Justin Timberlake
Who’s the Sensual Aquarius man?
Have you ever met a man who you were completely fascinated with? You get the
feeling that you have known him for years, even though you just met. Moreover,
although you cannot quite put your finger on it, you know there is something
very special about him that stands out. You get the feeling that no matter what he
wants in life, that somehow, he will find a way to get it.
Deep, Mysterious and Fascinating
You have now met the Sensual Aquarius male. While he may appear reserved on
the outside, he is a complete romantic rebel through and through. He penetrates
your soul with just a single glance from his piercing eyes. Even when you cannot
see him, you sense his presence. He goes about living life completely.
Fierce, Independent and Creative
You find that, more often than not, he is underestimated by strangers and
respected by friends. He is the perfect example of a peaceful warrior. He is a life
scientist who understands there is total order behind all chaotic appearances
in our universe.
Life with the Sensual Aquarius man:
Being in love with him is a voyage of discovery. He is seeking endless adventure
and is willing to experiment, take risks and explore. One night in his arms and
you may lose more than your clothing. You could very easily lose your inhibitions,
your mind and your heart as well. So watch out.
Here is another fascinating secret about him:

He loves to discover what makes you tick. He has a ridiculously sharp and
intuitive understanding of women. Ladies be warned: Don’t let his nonchalant
attitude fool you. Once he discovers what you want, he is quick to deliver it on a
silver platter. Unlike so many men, he seems to understand those secret places
in a woman’s soul and is not afraid to nurture them.
His secret sexual fantasy is…
A woman more uninhibited than him. He wants to be totally swept away by a
sensual, powerful woman who is willing to experiment. Secretly, he longs to
surrender.
His biggest turn-off?
Anything small, petty or average. The second he senses any of those three
things, he instinctively pulls away. Deep down, he’s a generous soul with a big
heart. He’s a friend to all good people and all good people are friends to him.

What else attracts him?
A great sense of humor. For him, laughter is the language of the gods. If you
want to keep him happy for life, keep finding ways to spark his amusement and
entertain him with laughter. Don’t hold back, because fun is like an all access
pass to his heart and his emotions.
Best Passion Product for the Sensual Aquarius man:
“The Passion Parties Guide to Great Sex”
Read chapter nine, “Great Adventures,” in bed together. Then spend the rest of
the night trying new things. Your willingness to explore and experiment will totally
excite him. (excerpted from “Your Sensual Zodiac” by Suzie
Johnson)
http://yourpassionconsultant.com/consultants/place4passion/library01.php
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